
Fluido Studio - Submission GuidelineS 
STEREO MASTERING 

Please provide losses stereo file like (.wav or .aiff) at 24 bit at the sample rate  

of your project (no SRC). 

The track shouldn’t have any hard compression or limiting on it’s master bus  

(like an L2 or similar used to gain volume, we will take care of this) and ideally 

peak at -6dbfs. Others 2bus processing that are part of the track sound could  

be printed. 

File should be named like this: 

• single release: CLIENT NAME - ARTIST - TRACK NAME 

• album or EP: CLIENT NAME - ARTIST - ALBUM NAME - TRACK NAME 

STEMS MASTERING 

Please provide a compressed folder (.zip or . rar) of the losses stems file (.wav  

or .aiff) at 24 bit at the sample rate of your project (no SRC). 

The stems shouldn’t have any hard compression or limiting on them and ideally  

peak at -6dbfs. Others processing that are part of the stem sound could  

be printed.  

Remember to include a reference version of your own stems balance, so we get  

an idea of your vision of the track. 

Folder and stems should be named like this: 

• folder: CLIENT NAME - ARTIST - TRACK NAME 

• stem: GROUP NAME (e.g. DRUMS, GUITAR, ALL MUSIC…) 

About multiple track release such Album or EP, please use this folder  

structure: 

• MAIN FOLDER -> 01 TRACK FOLDER 

      -> 02 TRACK FOLDER etc. 



MIXING 

Please provide a compressed folder (.zip or . rar) of the losses instrument tracks  

of your song (.wav or .aiff), at 24 bit at the sample rate of your project (no SRC). 

The instrument tracks shouldn’t have any hard compression or limiting on them  

and ideally peak at -6dbfs. Others processing that are part of the stem sound  

could be printed.  

Remember to include a reference version of your own mix, so we get  

an idea of your vision of the track. 

Folder and file naming: 

• folder: CLIENT NAME - ARTIST - TRACK NAME 

• instrument tracks: INSTRUMENT NAME+ 

About multiple track release such Album or EP, please use this folder  

structure: 

• MAIN FOLDER -> 01 TRACK FOLDER 

      -> 02 TRACK FOLDER etc. 

Thank you for spending your time checking our guideline, this 

procedure will make everything easier and save us some headache. 

For any other question, write us an email at 

info@fluidostudio.com


